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Introduction 

Modem quantitative texture analysis is based mainly on spectroscopic 
methods like X-ray ot thermal neutron diffraction. The low absorption oi neu
trons by the most of isotopes makes them well suited for bulk texture s tu
dies in large specimen volumes up to it) QHJ ann itute.Texture inhomogeneities 
are completely averaged. Therefore, neutron uifir.iotion permit;» to investi
gate relatively coarse grained aggregates like thor.r* often found not only in 
pctrofohric problems, but also in selected metallic materials. Furthermore, 
complete j o b 1 figures can lie determined without special preparation techni
ques combining reflection and transmission geometry measurements. 

At present, texture investigation fac i l i t ies a t various neutron sources 
are in operation. Different variants of the convent lonal angle 'URI^LSLW 
neutron dif J raction at stationary reactors are wmety used, which arc similar 
to the well-known diffraction of monochromatic X-rays. In the previous five 
у ars powerful pulsed neutron sources were put into operation ( i , 2 ) . On this 
base the energy dispersive neutron time-of-i4ight di I fraction could b : ал-аеп-
strated to broaden the spectrum of problems for texture investigations in tlie 
airection of low symmetric and multiple phase materials <3j-

In the present paper a review is giv-n of the cnruronly used experimental 
techm 4u.es tor neutronogrnphic texture studies, iy.'v non-stainurd applica
tions of neutron diffraction for preferred orientation measurements as well 
as potential directions of further development are discussed, too. 

Remarks on Neutron Diffraction 

In thin chapter some aspects of neutron scattering should be remembered, 
which may be impurtant in connection with texture investigations. For more 
detail see monographs (e.g. (4,5)). 

Neutron scattering takes place due to the interaction of neutrons with 
nuclei, but also of neutron spins with magnetic moncnts of atomic electron 
shells in the investigated matter. The differential c las t ic scattering cross-
section consists in general of nuclear and magnetic coherent components as 
vei l as an incoherent par t , for texture studies information can be obtained 
fron» the со! let en t scattering only. The incoherent part as well as inelast ic 
effects contribute to the background. 

For the по:;t of isotopes the incoherent scattering is oE low intensi ty. 
I t is extruiTrely predominant for hydrogen. Therefore, neutron diffraction n£?a-
5ur<j:ients including texture studies at materials containing hydrogen like po-
lyr* :'s and biob.jical substances are very complicated. These diff icul t ies сод 
Ь- avoidi.i u..ing deutcratcd specint'iis. 

Magnetic diffraction can be expected only if there is a magnetic order
ing of any kind in the studied material. In гглпу casos tlie atomic and magne
t i c l a t t i o s с uiicide. Then, i t i s diff icult to separate the nuclear from the 
mugi.etie c î.:iK.ni'[it of the Bragg reflection. On the otlier hand a non-comci-
d'tice. of .nutjnetir- and conventional la t t ice texture плу lead to еггогз in the 
texture an ily^is. 

Neutron diffraction is determined by the B r i o ' s law 

Л* 2 d h k , s in0- UJ 
lliere are tv - possibi l i t ies to satisfy this equation for discrete la t t i ce 
:.pacings d^^ leaJiivr to two different experimental tecljuquos: 
- The incident he am is nni,ochromatic. Л Brngo angle variation is carried out 

(conventional angle ciisper^ive method). 
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- A polychromatic beam consisting of a certain wavelength spectrum i s used a t 
constant scattering angle 2 Э T̂OF method). 

The absorption of neutrons by the most of isotopes i s lower than that 
of X-rays by a factor of typically j.0 3 to 10 4 ( ,6). Therefore, thick samples 
up to an order of centimeter can be investigated even in transmission geomet
ry. By neutronographic methods the averaged volume texture in studied. Sur
face effects in general produce no influence.Consequently, the requirements 
to specimen preparation are very low. 

Generals on Neutronoqraphic Texture Analysis 

In neutronographic texture studies complete pole figures can be deter
mined combining transmission and reflection geometry measurements. Eulerian 
cradles or t r i p l e axis goniometers having one vertical and two mutually per
pendicular axes are used for pole figure scanning. The point net may be an 
equal angle, an equal area or even any other one. 

Although the absorption for neutrons i s low, pole figure data have to 
be corrected for beam weakening and effectively irradiated volume at every 
sample position of the pole figure scan in general. This procedure may be 
avoided without loss in accuracy using spherical specimens (6,7). The absorp
tion coefficient can be calculated correctly, if the sample i s bounded by 
paral lel planes like rolled metal sheets. In (8) the texture analysis errors 
are shown to be significantly less for neutron than for X-ray diffraction. 

Furthenrore, the detector opening should be large enough to accept the 
full diffraction intensi ty. Defeasing effects due to specimen rotations with 
respect to the primary and scattered beam give rise to strong correlations 
between detector aperture, area of the incident beam and permissible sample 
dimensions i9). 

The large dimensions of neutron У^ат cross-sections and penetration 
depths permit to investigat the bulk t^; ::ure of volumes up to several do
zens of cubic centimeters. Thus, with neutron diffraction material having r e 
latively large grain s izes , like transformer sheets or geological samples, 
can be measured and correlated with bulk properties. 

Texture Analysis by Monochromatic Beam Methods 

In Pig. i the lay-out of a normal angle dispersive diffraction experi
ment i s shown. The rnonochromator crystal M selects a monochromatic neutron 
beam (narrow wavelength band) from the Maxwell-like energy spectrum outco-
ming from the moderator of the source. The energy and wavelength of the neu
tron are correlated by 

A = 21th/Y2mE\ (2) 
where m i s the neutron mass and h — the Planck's constant. 

The maximum of the wavelength distribution i s near to 1.5 A for comron-
ly used moderators. ТЫ chosen wavelength of monochromatic neutrons h i t t ing 
the sample S determines the scattering angle 2 в a t which the diffracted 
neutrons of the studied l a t t i ce spacing dj. . are recorded by the detector. 

For texture analysis the specimen i s kept in a goniometer rotating i t 
with respect t o a pole figure scan. Thus, in such experiment the pole figu
res are measured point for point and one after another .The number of Bragg 
reflectionSfi.e.poie figures,being measurable in this method are confined by 
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Figure 1- Lay-out of a aiffraction experiment using the nono-
chraiiatic beam technique. M-monoch.rania.tor, K-sample, D-dettccor. 

th<-: neutron wavelength iFig. 2J . Equ. 1 can be satisfied only for re f lec t i 
ons intersected by the cons t . -Л- l ine . 

The detector opening i s dimensioned in a way to encompass the full in
vestigated intensity of the diffracted Bragg p_-ak from the whole specimen 
area. However, no intensity from neighbouring reflections may be detectea. Л 
par t ia l overlapping of peaks leads to errors which are out of control. This 
condition causes a further confine of the number of ireasurable reflections 
a l l the more, since the peaks broaden strongly with increasing Bragg angle 
UQJ - This may be understTod from tlie decreasing angle between the A =const. 
line ana the curves representing Bragg reflections in Fig,2. The sin 9/A de
pendence known from X-ray diffraction is not operating in neutron-nucleus 
interaction. 

Г 

Figure 2. Bragg condition for a 
bcc- la t t ice . The horizontal line 
represents the angle dispersive 
and tito vertical one - tne JU1-' 
diffraction cxpufiiiciic. 

Theretare, tile described nr:thod i s well-suited ior texture analysis of 
high syinuetnc single- phase rn te i i a l s requiring a relatively lev: number of 
pole t igures. Kspocijlly convenient is the mmediui-O nensurcmont of pole den
s i ty values lunnorr.ialitfeu) . The exposition tine for one pole figure point a t 
a medium reactor Milt j.0 i-i*/, CJNR Rossendorf, GDR) varies rrorn ±0 sec to 
about one minute in ui:[*;ndencu on scattering characteristics of the sample 
and on the pole ligibu under investigation. 
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Figure 3. Intensity distribution measurement along a (hkl) 
Debye-Scherrer cone using a vertical PSD. 

In practice the required tiiiK* for a complete texture analysis measure
ment of a cubic metal sheet haviny orthorhombic specimen symmetry (3 or A 
single quadrant pole figures) S.s of an order of several hours. This is too 
long for selected problems. Efforts have been made a t the Ris0 National Labo
ratory to fasten the measurements using a linear position sensitive detector 
vPSD) U i t . In Fig. 3 the lay-out i s represented. The PSD i s situated perpen
dicular to the basic scattering, plane, i . e . each detector increment forms i t s 
own scattering plane. The Bragg angle is exactly 45° for every increment. In 
such a geometry the Debye Scherrcr cone degenerates to a plane perpendicular 
to tlie incident beam. Therefore, each detector section records neutrons dif
fracted at the same angle but representing different pole figure points (set-
Fig. 3) . If 28 ф 90°, the diffraction cone bends away from the linear PSD. 
The data from different detector increments are not comparable. The Bragg 
condition i s sat isf ied by wavelength variation of the incident monochro-:iiatic 
beam. This technique permits the very rapid determination of a one quadrant 
pole figure in the range of 7-i5 minutes depending on the scattering cross 
section of the sample material. This speed has been used to study recrystal-
l izat ion kinetics and other texture forming processes i l l ) . 

In materials with low crystal symmetry having a large amount of peaks in 
the diffraction pattern the conventional angle dispersive method i s not able 
to determine the necessary number of pole figures for ODF calculation because 
of multiple peak overlappings. This difficulty has been avoided at the ILL in 
Grenoble using a PSD which i s situated in the scattering plane tsee Fig, 4j 
Ц2). With such an equipment a section of the complete Bragg pattern i s recor
ded simultaneously. Now a line profile analysis has to be carried out to de
termine integrated peak intensi t ies being proportional to pole density values. 
Several pole figures are measured at the same time. Overlapped reflections 
can be separated. Totally coinciding pole figures are considered as superpo
si t ions in the pole figure inversion procedure (13). 

But each Bragg reflection in one pattern corresponds to another diffrac
tion vector, i . e . to another point position in i t s pole figure. If the pole 
figure.corresponding to iTm in Fig. 5 i s completely scanned, a l l other pole 
figures contain blind areas like shown in Fig. 6. For these ranges additional 
scans have to be carried out. 

Nevertheless the described method has opened the possibility for quanti
tative neutronograpnic texture analysis in low symmetric materials. Because 
of the simultaneous measurement of several pole figures the method i s much 
more rapid» than the conventional angle dispersive technique. 
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Texture Analysis by TOF Diffraction 

The Braqg condition can be satisfied for various la t t ice spacings d 
a t a fixed scattering angle, if the incident beam consists of polychromatic 
neutrons, since there are no wavelength or energy sensitive neutron detec
tors, the time of fl ight to go a certain distance i s measured to determine 
the energy ot a given neutron» Pulsed beams must be used to do th i s . In 
fr'ig. / the lay-out of a TOF diffraction experiment is shown. If a neutron 

L-\ ТА Ь ~ > ^ , 

№\y <r*i>2 <hw>3 m^ <hM>n 

Figure 7- TOF diffraction experiment. TA-multichannel time 
analyzer, L.-fl ight path of the primary beam. 

with energy E s t a r t s from the source a t the moment t ^ i i t i s recorded in 
the detector a t time t 

t - t 0 - T - { L1 -b L2> Y2m/T. (3) 

The detector signal is stored in a imiltichannel time analyzer (ТА) which is 
started synchronously with each pulse emission. Thus, the spectrum of recor
ded counts is built up in dependence on neutron flight time. The relation 
between the time of flight, total flight path and wavelength is given with 
respect to equ. 2. 

A=T/CP4L,+ L 2)J /3 = 2.528JU06 sec/m 2. (4) 

Ccnsicicrui'I the v^r' . iril constant - 9 li-'e in fig. 4 representing i TOF • 
цч-lj'ient, all nonf- i. 
шц1о ."imilttiiлчггчЗу. 

thai . Moreover, the r 

i f t r i tion р«мкы on' rucor.led at fixed Ura-j'j 
;.-• I ~.v inMex reflections arc favoured for jnvesr i j j -
!•• I j . ' t . -t-.i ty is prcporticnal ty >* in lii-.: 1TJF ilk.— 

:;'_>1 it.i vi of r>caks impreve:; with increasing л. f.-e length. 

In t ex tu f ir.vt -4* i jjt l.ni ujch r.anplc sett iruj results in one [cunt at 
the equivalent, posit ич\ i;i evciy pole figure under censideratien (s«e 
Fig. 1) . The pule delimit/ viluos are determined by the line profile analysis 
of the correspond ti*4 Pr.igg reflections. Overlapped peaks may be s e r r a t e d , 
where the number ot" :>.j\arablo reflections is strongly influenced by the re
solution of the cx:vni'i'nt./il tj<iuiproent being determined mainly by the width 
of the neutron pulse ana the length of the flight path. Collimation effects 
are of less importance.Moreover, ttie number of separable pole figures i s 
restricted by the efficiency of the available f i t program and the la t t i ce 
symmetry of the investigated sample. 

In the TOF method pole figures from a l l deconvoluted reflections are 
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measured simultaneously by only one scan. Therefore, the experimental ex
pense is nearly independent of the required quantity of pole figures, i.e. 
the TOF technique becomes nore efficient if the number of necessary pole fi
gures increases. Consequently, the method is especially suitable for prefer
red orientation studies in samples having low lattice symmetry or in multi
ple phase materials like those often found in geological specimens (14) . 

The representation of reflections as well as background by several 
points increases the statistical reliability of the pole figure data. This 
advantage can be used to provide very accurate texture investigations. 

In TOF diffraction extended area detectors and large cross section 
beams are available to investigate relatively coarse grained materials. At 
the JlrJR Dubna a 5 x 17 cm beam is to go into operation, especially, for 
preferred orientation studies in metamorphic rocks. 

For the determination of pole density values a computer fit of Bragg 
reflections has to be carried out. To do it the diffraction patterns must 
be normalized with respect to wavelength independent neutron flux. The 
wavelength distribution of the primary beam is reflected by the spectrum of 
an incoherent scatterer like vanadium. If the incoherent cross section of 
the studied specimen is not too low, in TOF texture analysis the incoherent 
part of each spectrum can be used for normalization. In this case the influ
ences of weakening and effectively irradiated volume as well as possible de
tector and source fluctuations are eliminated also. Multiple diffraction ef
fects, which are increasing with increasing path of neutrons in the sample, 
remain uncorrected because the incoherent scattering does not depend on them. 
If this procedure is applicable, the requirements to sample preparation are 
decreased rurtherly. 

Comparing with monochromatic beam methods the TOP texture analysis is 
less convenient concerning the amount of experimental data and its handling. 
For each sample setting in the order of 10^ points of the corresponding 
spectrum have to be stored. Pole density values are determined only via li
ne profile analysis of diffraction patterns. On the other hand TOF diffrac
tion may be applied to solve a very wide spectrin of preferred orientation 
problems. 

At the present texture diffractometer of the 1Ш-2 pulsed reactor in 
Dubna u5) the exposition time for one sample setting varies from some mi
nutes for metals like iron and copper to about one hour for complex low sym
metric motamorphic recks. To fasten the measurements similar considerations 
may be done as in monochronatic beam techniques. Using the geometry equiva
lent tu that one in Шеф the detectors have to be situated on a circle 
around the primary beam to avoid flight path differences. The application of 
discr^u- counters on the circle segment instead of quasi-continuous PSD di-
niniiilK-s the amount of experimental data. Points are measured like shown in 
*•'14- 3 at equivalent positions in all considered pole figures. Therefore, 
Uic tkti'ctar positions should be chosen with respect to the point net on 
the pole figure. The pole figure tilt angle depends on the angle between de
tector and horizontal scattering plane in a nonlinear way. Consequently, the 
counter areas have to be changeU strongly from one to another to ensure 
equal pole figure windows. Up to now, this geometry for TOF texture facili
ty s is under discussion only. 

A further possibility to fasten the measurement is the application of 
several detectors situated in the scattering plane at different Bragg 
angles. In opposite to the PSD in Fig.4 every counter records the complete 
diffraction pattern. Therefore, the detector positions may be determined 
with respect to the pole figure point net in a way bo rotate the specimen 
only around the vertical goniometer axis and the specimen normal for a com-
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pletc polo figure scan. Th-.j cj-.4Jiif.try avoids the strong do focus my t.t t i l t j n j 
around о liorizonal axis. I'olo lx-jun- (oints a t diiferent t i i t . ajv:jl«*.̂  .ич. 
corresponding to various Bragg angles. Therefore, a mutual ualii.j.iti : <.<] 
tlieiu is necessary. At the JIWR two detectors ore used ,iL present n i i . In t:.-
nearest future the in-nsurcnients will be carried out with six LV.LM.'.I*.- LUI.J1-
taneously. 

Inverse J'• >Ie figure Measurement 

Л TOF diffraction pattern consists of a l l nonforbidden bragg ic l l ' л .Мм 
of the investigated s.^iple monsuruu a t constant scatturmy gecm- try. l:.i-. 
means, the informal]0:1 of on-.- 'IMV bjoctrum is equivalent to tliat (.1 w.i in
verse pole figure lur the corn spoitding speciiium position. Unfui b.:...u i., t.*. 
available number ol m-jiaiable rei lections and their inhonngenn^ L:i:ii I ::.MI : ., 
over the inverse jjoh' 1 iyuro l.mye complicate bunicicnt ly tin i-i..-о-.:,.:• • : 
mathematical texture analysis. Tu: majority of experimental points 1: Mt,i..-
ted on symnctry l ines. 

For certain crystal syiisnt-'tiies like the trigonal la t t ice tJ: .-.. . u u n -
mont of inverse pole figures is not possible a t a l l . Reflectin:':.-; 1 t 11.- tyj-
{jikilj and (khil) ale not sym..v-l r ical ly equivalent, although th-у ]...:••• t'.. 
same la t t ice spacing. They coincide completely in powder diffidutj r. [.,.'. t-_:...;. 

Nevertheless, UP- constant scattering geometry mokes the lui- i^: 11. ..-..: . 
well-suited for the observation ol texture com{>onent formation iu 1: -:.'•. . • ..-
jvriments. Fig. 9 shows Uie lx.-hiViour of four low index reflect]. ::... •„ i • •;.:- t 
during the recrysUtilization proo ys (i7j« The exposition Ub:*. "i -Jc rj.-^i- . 
per spec t run i s too long to obscivu technically relevant p roc':..:••.:: 1: ; :, : .,. 
Recently, timers of less than J njnutc have been reported to o! ̂ i-.к. Ui- i< -
action kinetics of hymution ol Ca,Al2Cb at the JUR-2 reactor l i e ; , L.-J. 1. • ..-
jjeriiiicnt secaits to be pKV.ising fi'ir in-si tu texture investigat LOIUJ as w^li. 

Othi-r /applications 

The line prol i le arvj lysis is applied to determine pole П у л . v. ];•_•„ i:. 
the ТОГ ti-chnique and tiie monoohiunatic beam method combined \%iHi .1 i.]i- J:. 
Uic scattering plane. Thi_- necessaiy computer program may be uscu t • l i t th-
position, the height and the Jj..e width of the studied ixi-ak U\^. ',;. ;• ; :> , 
tliesc methods include.- Uu.-pi ineij .d ioss ib i l i ty to extract irii.-r.'.-tt i-. и . !• -
sidual stress anisotropy of 11 ic investigated sample besides tin t< :•.'-.:-• .. '.. 
from diffraction patterns. Hj'.rial efforts liave to be node to t i t . i i i M:1! I -
cient resolution paia:.^ U.-ru e-i 1 he experimental equipment. 

A nou-tlestruclivi r, th<d to masure texture at d i fKuu l :•. \ г.ч ....;. 
nusked ofi toclfliiqii \.л\\ in ufiui .ibsorbiny foils tUl, CM) h.<- !•< . 11 •;-••• '• 
in U9) . In (G) a ejitic.tl discussion has been provided. No iuith' 1 ..; j n< .-
tions of tliis methKi oi\ knj-.Mi. 

Attcin[)ts liave bi-on mucie to ajj[>ly neutron diffraction for toxinu ir.\<_i-
tigations of the matpietic sul^lattice in magnetically ordered пиь-i i..ilb \*.^, . 
there are two methods to separate nuclear and magnetic IXMIU»: 
- The magnetic intensity decreases with increasing sin 6/Л ,, i.K., Uiu u i l fe -

ronce in various order pole figures ic expected to represent th._ pun- mag
netic texture par t . Corresponding careful experiments have Ix ên done wi-
tliout satisfactory resul t s . lid.inction effects seem to be tlie leason. 

- Tlie magnetic diffraction can be suppressed completely, if the si^cir.i *n is 
magnetized up to i td saturation with magnetization direction painHc-l to 
the diffraction vector. The difference in one pole figure measuitd ui i luut 
and with the f ield, respectively, represents i t s magnetic canpu,. nt. of 

course, such experiments are not reproducible. Furthermore, a diu..iji.. t i c g j -
niometer must be- used Lc ( void strong forces in tlie saturation field. 
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Conclusions 

Thermal neutro;. diffraction i s sliown to be din efficient tool for bulk 
texture analysis via pole figure measurements. The method is applicable tor 
the most of materials with the exception of hydrouen containing substances, 
e.g. of polymers. Neutron diffraction i s not an adequate technique to inves
tigate surface textures and texture inhomogeneities. 

At present, a number of different experimental mcthois i s in oix?ration. 
The conventional angle dispersive technique is widely used and most conveni
ent in aata handling. I t s main drawback is the restriction on the considera
tion of high symmetric materials. This method permits to solve a wide range 
of texture problems in metallurgy and metal physics as well as a nimtbor of 
questions in pctrofabric analysis. The application of one dimensional t o s i -
tion sensitive Detectors nuy fasten the numijer oi measurements significantly. 
I t i t i s situated in Uie scattering plane, low symmetric i.iaterials can iie in
vestigated,too. Some inconveniences in pole I igure scanning and a more ex
pensive data handling procedure have to be accepted. 

The neutron time—of -f l ight dilfraction can be widely uyi-d , i;specia]]y 
to investigate low symmetric and multiple phase materials up to tatJu-r CCJI:-
plex sample compositions. I t avoids Uie jxjle tiginv scanning dra-.vhaei:i, Ы 
tlie angle uisivrsivL- teclmiquc with J'SD. 'lhe application ol iiibt-n-U- ii.ulti-
del'-rtors decreases the time for measurements without diff icult ies in jole 
figure scanning. 

Very short exposition times in both m"Uii.xis .in.* premising to obi., rve 
the kinetics of texture formation caused by external influences immediately. 

Magnetic texture studies are confronted by nvthodical diff icul t ies up 
to now. Further progress remains ijo be waited lor. 
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Фельдманн К. Е1А-87-662 
Определение текстуры с помощью нейтронной дифракции 

В обычной угло-дисперсивной дифракции нейтронов используются монохромати
ческие нейтроны. Полюсные фигуры сканируются друг за другом. Стандартный 
вариант этого метода ограничен исследованием неперекрывающихся в дифракто-
грамме отражений. Обсуждается использование позиционно-чувствительных детек
торов . В нейтронной дифракции по времени пролета импульсный белый пучок ней
тронов позволяет измерить одновременно все брэгговские отражения при посто
янном угле рассеяния. Описываются основные характеристики этого метода. 
Время-пролетная дифракция является адекватным методом для исследования низко-
симметричных или многофазных образцов, в частности, геологических материалов, 
требующих большого числа полюсных фигур для математического текстурного ана
лиза. Одновременное измерение всех брэгговских отражений соответствует ин
формации обратной полюсной фигуры. При условии малых времен измерений этот 
подход можно использовать для исследования развития текстур во внешних взаи
модействиях. С помощью магнитного момента нейтрона изучаются магнитные 
анизотропии в материалах. Обсуждаются два различных метода. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории нейтронной физики ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1987 

Feldmann К. ЕН-87-662 
Texture Investigation by Neutron Diffraction 

In the conventional angle dispersive neutron diffraction a monochromatic 
neutron beam is used. The pole figures under investigation have to be scan
ned one after another, The commonly applied angle dispersive method is limi
ted to the consideration of Bragg reflections being isolated In the diffrac
tion pattern. The application of multidetectors or position sensitive detec
tors is discussed. In the neutron tIme-of-f1ight (TOF) diffraction a white 
pulsed neutron beam allows one to satisfy the Bragg law for all lattice 
spacing at a fixed scattering angle. The main characteristics of the TOF 
diffraction experiment are shortly outlined, in this method all non-forbid
den Bragg reflections are recorded in one pattern simultaneously. The TOF 
technique is well-suited to study low symmetric or multiphased specimens, 
especially geological materials, requiring a larqe number of pole figures 
for mathematical texture analysis. Multidetector systems can be used to 
shorten the necessary time for experiments. 

The registration of all Bragg reflections of fixed scattering geometry is 
equivalent to the information of the inverse pole figure for the correspon
ding sample position. Having short exposition times this approach can be ap
plied for in-situ investigations. The magnetic moments of neutrons can be 
used to study magnetic anisotropies in materials. Two different techniques 
are discussed. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Neutron Physics 
JINR. 
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